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An easy way to get a better idea of what type of soil you are working with is to conduct a jar test. A jar test will separate
the three main components of soil: sand, silt and clay. These determine soil texture that contributes to drainage and
overall plant health.

If you would like a more detailed analysis of the makeup of your soil, you can send samples to Colorado State
University’s Soil, Water and Plant Testing Laboratory - Soil Testing Lab (colostate.edu)

Please note that these entities may charge a fee for soil analysis.

HOW SOIL COMPACTION AFFECTS PLANTS

Most building sites, including home sites and the land directly surrounding them, have areas of heavy compaction. When
soil is compacted, pore space that allows oxygen and water to get to the root zone is reduced, building an impermeable
layer in the soil. 

Soil compaction adversely affects percolation rates (the movement of water through the pores) and makes it much 
harder for roots to expand within the soil and thrive.
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PERFORMING A JAR TEST TO DETERMINE SOIL TYPE

IDENTIFY YOUR SOIL TYPE

Fill a clear glass jar halfway
with your soil sample.

Fill the remaining half with
water, leaving 1” of air.

Attach lid, then shake the jar
vigorously until you have
broken up any clumps of soil.

Set the jar aside to rest
(undisturbed) overnight.

1

2

3

4

water

clay
silt

sand

AFTER 24 HOURS YOUR JAR’S CONTENTS WILL
HAVE SETTLED INTO DISTINCT LAYERS:

25% CLAY
25% SILT

50% SAND

30% CLAY
40% SILT

30% SAND

50% CLAY
25% SILT

25% SAND

SANDY SILTY CLAYISH

THE JAR TEST

By examining the proportions of these layers, you can gain a sense
of what type of soil you have, and what you need to add to improve
your soil (compost, iron, gypsum, other materials). Here are some
examples to use for comparison. The middle jar contains ideal soil.



HOW TO TEST THE PERCOLATION RATE IN SOIL

If you do a jar test you will have a pretty good idea what percentage of sand, silt and clay make up your soil.
Performing a percolation test will allow you to see how your soil interacts with water.

A soil percolation rate between 1 and 3 inches per hour is adequate for plants with average drainage needs. If the rate
is less than 1 inch per hour, drainage is too slow and the soil will either need to be improved by adding compost or
planted with plants that tolerate wet soils. Watering should be less frequent but longer.

If the drainage is more than 4 inches per hour, it is too fast. Soil will need to be amended with compost and other
organic matter either by digging it in or using it as a top dressing. Watering should be more frequent and for shorter
time periods.

WHY IS MY SOIL COMPACTED?

Many things, including construction, heavy equipment or vehicles or a lack of organic matter, can create compacted
soil that won’t allow water to drain through it. One way to prevent further compaction is to only park your vehicles or
store heavy items in your driveway or on soil devoid of trees or landscaping.
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PERFORMING A PERCOLATION TEST

Dig a hole the size of a
five-gallon bucket

Fill the hole with water
and wait four (4) hours.
This “presoaking” helps

give a more accurate idea
of how the soil will work

when watered

Refill the hole with water
and place the yardstick
straight up and down in
the hole. Write down

where the water is on the
yardstick

Record how long it takes
for the water to drop two

(2) inches

TOOLS NEEDED: 
shovel, yard stick, timer/watch, pen, paper and hose



HOW DO I IMPROVE MY SOIL?
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MULCH AND COMPOST BEST PRACTICES

1 2 3

Add organic matter (compost) to
clay to make it more permeable,

and add compost to sand to
improve its water-holding

capacity.

Mulch (organic) deeply (3”-4") to
help all soil types retain moisture

better, suppress weeds and feed soil
microorganisms.

Native and low-water, desert-friendly
plants do not need compost. Although
they will grow slowly in uncompacted

native soil, they thrive best there.



LANDSCAPE TYPES

The Albuquerque metro area has a variety of landscapes. These include desert-friendly landscapes, such as lush,
pollinator-friendly xeriscapes, and wildscapes or prairie plantings, where native grasses and wildflowers bring the feel of
a prairie to a yard. Rain gardens are specifically designed to make the most of natural precipitation, while edible
landscapes have garden beds or edible plants interspersed throughout them. Efficient turfscapes have smaller areas of
turfgrass and diverse plantings. Conventional turfscapes with large areas of cool-season grass and high-water 
foundation shrub plantings are no longer considered desert-friendly landscapes.

Desert-friendly landscapes describe a variety of landscapes that include beautiful, diverse plantings with increased
resiliency achieved through efficient watering.

A sea of gravel may require little water, but it does not create a healthy environment. Weed fabric doesn’t prevent
weeds from growing on top of the fabric and has been proven to be detrimental to soil and tree health in the long
term.

Trees struggle if they have been part of a yard that was once heavily irrigated and has been converted to a
gravelscape.

We do not recommend gravelscapes for reducing water use. Instead, transform those landscapes into cooler, healthy
environments by adding appropriate plants and irrigation.

GUIDELINES FOR A DESERT-FRIENDLY LANDSCAPE: 

• At least 50% of the total landscape should include regionally appropriate plants watered either with a drip system,
   bubblers or by hand.

• Bare soils and areas under plants should be covered with at least three (3) inches of mulch, preferably an organic
   mulch.

• Plant no more than 10% of your yard with turfgrass. 

• Don't plant turfgrass lawns on steep slopes or in areas considered to be difficult to water, such as those with irregular
   shapes and narrow strips that are ten (10) feet wide or less.

1 3 5
2 4 6
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DESERT-FRIENDLY LANDSCAPES

Xeriscapes Edible Landscapes

Efficient
TurfscapesRain Gardens Wildscapes

Meadows



Desert-friendly landscapes make a positive contribution to lowering the urban heat-island effect (unlike ‘zeroscapes’). 
The urban heat island effect is caused by heat emitted off surfaces such as gravel, concrete and asphalt. This heat 
causes an updraft within an urban setting, which changes the weather patterns over a city and decreases the chances 
of precipitation and cooling. Plants, trees especially, help decrease or eliminate this heat island effect.

Desert-friendly landscapes help reduce noise pollution by absorbing sound. Desert-friendly plantings also increase 
biodiversity in your yard and in our community, generating much-needed pollinator habitat. Xeriscapes, particularly 
once they are established, use significantly less water than a conventional turfgrass lawn.

Did you know that Albuquerque is designated a Bee City USA? To find out more, go to: Burque Bee City USA
(beecityusa.org). For more information on pollinator gardens, go to ABQ Backyard Refuge Program (https://
www.505outside.com/2021/05/31/backyard-refug-es-for-people-and-wildlife/).

To find out about rebates that help homeowners transform their yards into desert-friendly xeriscapes, visit: 

https://www.505outside.com/residential-desert-friendly-conversion-rebates-xeriscape-conversion/
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XERISCAPES

Xeriscapes have been largely misrepresented and misunderstood over the past 30 years, often being mistaken for
zeroscape (a.k.a. no plants). What xeriscape really means is a native, desert-adaptive or desert-friendly landscape
that often feels lush and vibrant and has plants that are appropriate for the Albuquerque climate. It attracts all kinds
of wildlife and changes with the seasons. 

• Always have more than one emitter per plant in case one becomes clogged.
• Switch from adjustable micro sprayers and “shrubblers” to individual emitters or in-line emitted drip lines to know
   exactly how much water is being provided to your plants.
• When using drip or other low-flow irrigation, accommodate plant needs by adjusting the flow rate (larger or smaller
   gph) and number of emitters per plant.
• Drip irrigation is the best way to water plants that do not like getting their leaves wet. With drip emitters and ¼”
   spaghetti tubing, water can be placed exactly where it is needed.

PRO TIPS FOR USING DRIP EMITTERS (XERISCAPES):
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Xeriscapes often include trees, shrubs, flowering “pollinator-friendly” perennials, desert accents, groundcovers,
ornamental grass and vines. They also can contain small functional turf areas, vegetable beds and other edible plants.
Xeriscape plants are medium or low-water usage plants. Some can survive with rainwater alone after an establishment
period of at least three full irrigation seasons.

Adding trees to a desert-friendly xeriscape increases shade and habitat, creates favorable microclimates and reduces
the urban heat island effect in Albuquerque. When deciding which tree to use in the right place, refer to our
Xeriscaping Guide or The Nature Conservancy’s Climate Ready Tree List.

HOW MUCH WATER IS NEEDED TO KEEP UP A BEAUTIFUL XERISCAPE?

This budget is only for outdoor use. Please include your winter averages to complete your TOTAL usage on your
billing.

For typical xeriscape landscapes with 500 square feet of NATIVE grass lawn (warm-season grasses) and two medium
trees:

Winter    Spring    Summer        Autumn
(1,205 gallons/month)  (2,330 gallons/month)  (3,970 gallons per month)      (1,650 gallons/month)
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BUILD YOUR ANNUAL WATER BUDGET (SEE APPENDIX)



RAIN GARDENS

Rain gardens, a subset of xeriscapes, maximize the benefits of active and passive rainwater harvesting. Plant choices
become more critical, particularly if the intent is to use little supplemental irrigation.

To determine how much water flows 
off your roof we are providing you 
with a simple formula:  Annual 
Rainfall Depth (inches) x square 
foot surface x .623 = total annual 
gallons.
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1,000 SQUARE FOOT ROOF = 5,607 GALLONS ANNUALLY

• Direct any overflow from a rain barrel or cistern into a passive water harvesting system.
• Prioritize trees for passive rainwater harvesting.
• Choose low-water and rainwater-only plants for the best results.
• Contour the soil to create gentle berms that drain better. Put water-loving plants in the low spots (swales) where
   rainwater and irrigation water collect.

PRO TIPS FOR RAIN GARDENS:

To help you get started, we offer Rainwater Harvesting rebates



EDIBLE LANDSCAPES 

Edible landscapes emphasize herb, vegetable and fruit-producing plants and can have a wide variety of water needs. If
you choose to grow food in your yard with drip irrigation, in-line emitted tubing is the most efficient way to water. We
recommend setting up separate irrigation zones due to the daily watering needs of edible plants in summer and/or
hand watering.
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PRO TIPS FOR EDIBLE LANDSCAPES:

Certain edible plants have specific soil and water needs. Interested in growing fruit trees? We can help you water more
efficiently: https://www.505outside.com/residential-treebates/

       DIG DEEPER for a short list of specific fruit and vegetable water needs: 
       https://www.505outside.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/WateringNeedsforEdibles-veggies-sm.pdf

MOIST
ACIDIC SOILS
Fruits that require acidic,
moist soils will be hard to
successfully grow in the
Albuquerque area. We do
not have naturally acidic
soils and it is difficult to
keep many of our soil
types consistently moist.

RAISED BEDS
Food grown in raised beds often requires more water than 

the same food grown in-ground because raised bed soils
generally dry out faster and experience wider temperature

swings than in-ground soils. Pots, in most cases, are
smaller versions of raised beds.

CONSISTENT
SCHEDULE
In order to grow the best
quality produce, fruit-
bearing trees, shrubs and
some vegetables need to
have a consistent
watering schedule that is
maintained until harvest.

DEDICATED
VALVES
Vegetable plots and annual beds 
need to have dedicated valves to 
allow for more frequent watering. 
They should not run at the same 
time as the rest of the drip zones.

THE HEAT

Even though many food plants 
wilt in the hot (90+F) 
afternoon temperatures, it 
does not necessarily mean 
they need to be watered every 
afternoon. 

If veggie plants are wilted early 
in the morning, they aren’t 
getting enough water.

IN-LINE
EMITTED TUBING
Vegetables and other annuals, perennial 
berries and row crops all work well with 
professional grade in-line drip tubing 
emitted tubing. Plants and seeds can be 
placed next to the emitters to guarantee 
they receive the right amount of water.
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Beds are typically mulched with shredded wood. A wildscape may be designed to rely more heavily on natural
precipitation to sustain the plants after it is established than a xeriscape. Prior to establishment, both natural
precipitation and temporary irrigation are often utilized. Establishment in the grass areas often takes three years and
possibly longer for trees. Monitoring and removing weeds is critical during the establishment period.

WILDSCAPES

Wildscapes or prairie plantings are also considered desert-friendly landscapes. These types of landscapes include
native warm-season grasses and a mix of native and adaptive plants. They require less frequent yet deeper watering
than a regular cool season turfgrass lawn.

• The irrigation system may be a mixture of high-efficiency sprayers or rotors (for the native grass area) and drip
   irrigation or inline dripline (for shrubs and trees) on separate zones. Specific zones are often turned off after the
   plantings are firmly established.

• If you are using rotors or spray irrigation in native grass seeded areas, make sure they will clear the higher grass. Use
   rotors with a higher angle of throw or 12”-18” pop-up sprayers.

• Leave an irrigation system in place, even if the plan is to rely on natural precipitation, so supplemental watering is
   available during times of extreme heat or drought.

PRO TIPS FOR IRRIGATION: (WILDSCAPES):

Because wildscapes require specialized irrigation components, we offer the following rebates:
https://www.505outside.com/residential-irrigation-efficiency-rebates/
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BUILD YOUR ANNUAL WATER BUDGET (SEE APPENDIX)



MEADOWS

Plants are usually seeded into gravel or prepared soils to form “meadows.” Meadows are designed to mimick moun-
tainous grass or western prairie lands. They require more water than other types of wildscapes and require rigorous
weeding to get established.

EFFICIENT TURFSCAPES (LAWNS)

Typically, a conventional turfgrass yard includes a few large trees and some planting beds for flowers and shrubs
around the foundation of the home. This type of yard often has a couple of existing irrigation valves for sprinkler
irrigation. A conventional turfgrass landscape requires tremendous amounts of water to thrive in our region, a
minimum of 40” (with an average of 50"-55”) of water per growing season, which is about three to five times more
than what is provided by natural precipitation each year. This is why we do not consider a turfgrass yard a desert- 
friendly landscape.

Climate change is causing us to rethink our yards, and that includes yards with lawns. For a yard with a lawn to be
truly desert-friendly, the amount and type of grass used must be considered. We recommend that no more than 10%
of your total yard is devoted to a lawn. Research from various universities in the Southwest and lawn seed producers
such as Pennington Seed is now suggesting that New Mexico’s climate is no longer suitable for cool-season grasses to
thrive. Instead, we need to make a shift to various warm-season grasses, which will grow well with significantly less
water.

A desert-friendly turfscape should also have efficient sprinkler nozzles and pressure compensating sprinkler bodies to
maximize the water used to maintain the lawn. We know that most turfscapes in Albuquerque are not desert-friendly,
so later in the guide we will help you understand how to create a more efficient yard.
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BUILD YOUR ANNUAL WATER BUDGET (SEE APPENDIX)

There are two different categories of turfgrass lawns used in Albuquerque: cool season and warm season.

Cool-season grasses (Kentucky bluegrass, perennial ryegrass and tall fescue) thrive between 65F and 75F degrees in
the summer. They create a softer, darker green and lush-looking lawn. In Albuquerque, most lawns are composed of
cool-season grasses that are cold-tolerant and green most of the year. They can withstand considerable amounts of
foot traffic. One disadvantage is that they use a substantial amount of water in the summer months. Parkblend (a
blend of cool season grasses) is the most common lawn in the Albuquerque Metro area.

Warm-season grasses (Bermuda grass, blue grama, and buffalo grass) have been used in Albuquerque for many years.
They thrive in 70F-90F degrees. There are parts of town where they are quite prevalent. Warm-season grasses have
a shorter growing season. They green up later and go dormant earlier than cool-season lawns. They are low
maintenance and require less water than cool-season grasses.

Knowing what type of lawn or turfgrass is being installed or already being watered can make a significant difference in
how much water should be applied. The key to choosing a turfgrass for a new area is to determine the one most suited
to the specific needs of the landscape.

Water Budget (this includes 1,000 square feet of cool-season grass and a number of mature trees, shrubs & vines):

  Winter    Spring               Summer   Autumn
  (8,250 gallons/month)   (13,923 gallons/month)             (23,750 gallons/month)  (10,900 gallons/month)
   

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS BERMUDA GRASS BUFFALO GRASS

COOL SEASON GRASS

TRANSITION ZONE

WARM SEASON GRASS



DRIP IRRIGATION FOR DESERT-FRIENDLY LANDSCAPES   

While turfgrass and meadows are watered with sprinkler irrigation, drip irrigation is the recommended method for
watering desert-friendly xeriscapes and edible landscapes and for irrigating your trees. When properly designed,
installed and managed, drip irrigation efficiently maintains the optimal range of moisture in the soil because it applies
water in precise quantities to the right depth on a set schedule.

Installation and modification are fairly easy and relatively inexpensive. A drip system is easy to install for the
do-it-yourselfer because the mainline does not need to be trenched into the ground. The point of connection can be
your hose bib, an in-ground valve or a sprinkler head using a retrofit kit.

• Remember to use high-quality components that will last for many years.
• A Y-connector is convenient and recommended on a drip system connected to a hose bib because a garden hose can

be connected to the other side.
• A zone with multiple connections should have runs no longer than 200 feet.
• To compensate for variations of soil, locate emitters 12" apart in the sand, 18" apart in mixed soils and 24” apart in

clay. If one to two emitters are recommended for a plant in clay soil, two or three may be required in sandy soil to
wet sufficiently.

• Design the drip system around the irrigation needs of the plant. Roots will grow where conditions are favorable,
predominantly where there is the right balance of water and air in the soil.

• Make sure emitters are placed over the root ball or dripline of plants and trees. Initial placement on perennials is
often permanent, while trees and shrubs often require emitters to be moved as plants grow. This is supported by a
similar graphic on page 28.

DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

Water Meter: A measuring device installed and owned by the Water Authority that records the amount of water 
delivered to the property. Sign up in to see your daily, weekly and monthly usage by visiting www.abcwua.org 

Hose Spigot or Valve An outdoor valve with a threaded nozzle used to connect to a hose. Also called a hose bib or 
outdoor faucet.

A Backflow Prevention Device is critical to preventing contamination of household potable water. Small anti-siphon 
devices that screw onto a hose bib for add-on systems are available.
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SECTION 2: 
ALBUQUERQUE IRRIGATION METHODS

PRO TIPS:

TREES & SHRUBS
80-100
MINS 1 2 8 2PER

MONTH
PER

MONTH
PER

MONTH
PER

MONTH

DRIP IRRIGATION



Filter: This is a device used to screen dirt and debris from water. Located in-line with the valve, they are important in 
drip systems to prevent clogging.

Pressure Reducer: Maybe the most important part of your drip system, this component maintains the proper pressure 
within your distribution line. It also helps keep the emitters from “blowing” or “popping” off the drip line due to 
excessive pressure. 

½ or ¾ Inch Distribution Tubing: A drip component (polypipe) and used to deliver water around the yard.

¼ Inch Distribution Tubing: A drip component that connects to the ½” and ¾” tubing and brings water directly to the
plants in runs no longer than five feet.

Drip Emitters: There are two types of emitters: button and flag. Button emitters can be pressure compensating or
non-pressure compensating. All flag emitters are non-pressure compensating. Pressure-sensitive emitters deliver a
higher flow at higher water pressures. Pressure compensating emitters provide the same flow over a wide pressure
range. They apply water directly to the individual plant root zone. Rates of 2gph to 4gph are recommended. Emitters
should be installed at the end of the ¼” tubing, not directly into the polyline. This way it is easier to adjust their
placement as plants grow, and they are easier to flush or replace if they become clogged.

Flush Cap/End Cap: These are located at the end of a Polypipe drip system and are used to flush and drain water from 
the system during winterization to prevent freezing. They should be in a round valve box or left visible on the surface.
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DRIP SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Original Background Artwork Inspired By:
Hunter Industries Design Handbook
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Automatic Controller2
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Flush Cap17
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Original Background Artwork Inspired By:
Hunter Industries Design Handbook

DRIP SYSTEM IN RAISED BEDS OR VEGGIE ROWS

House1

Automatic Controller2

Controller Wire3

Domestic (house)
Water Line

4

Valve Box5

Water Meter6

Brass Tee7

Brass Gate Valve8

Backflow Preventer9

Master Valve10

Waterproof Wire Connectors11

Isolation Ball Valve12

Drip Zone Control Kit13

Flush Cap14

PVC Pipe15

PVC Riser16

Landscape Dripline17



Check out our rebates on some drip system components at 
https://www.505outside.com/residential-irrigation-efficiency-rebates/.

DRIP IRRIGATION: RECOMMENDED NUMBER OF EMITTERS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TREE (12’ CANOPY) 

SHRUB (6’ WIDE) 

FLOWERING PLANT (3’ WIDE) 

DESERT ACCENT (3.5’ WIDE) 

GROUND COVER (5’ WIDE) 

ORNAMENTAL GRASS (3’ WIDE)

VINE (10’ WIDE) 

4 GPH

4 GPH

2 GPH

2 GPH

2 GPH

2 GPH

2 GPH

48 GAL.

16 GAL.

6 GAL.

2 GAL.

2 GAL.

2 GAL.

2 GAL.
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PLACE EMITTERS ALONG A PLANT’S DRIPLINE

TREE TRUNK DRIPLINE WETTED AREAS







ROTOR SPRAY / FIXED



BEWARE! 

Conventional lawns can easily use over 30,000 gallons of water in a month (e9uivalent to about 4,200 showers or 
about 750 loads of laundry). The same size native lawns can use half that amount or survive on rain alone during the 
same month. Holy guacamole! 

CONVENTIONAL LAWNS VS. NATIVE LAWNS 

CONVENTIONAL LAWNS 
I 

I 

I 

(without including trees & shrubs) : 

NATIVE LAWNS 

----------------------------------r----------------------------------

30,000 GALLONS / MONTH 15,000 GALLONS / MONTH 

----------------------------------r----------------------------------

"""� 
(J Vd 

d d 
4,200 

SHOWERS 

750 LOADS OF 

LAUNDRY 

"� 
(J" 

2,100 

SHOWERS 

375 LOADS OF 

LAUNDRY 

It is important to remember that if you remove your lawn/replace it with a desert-friendly landscape your trees will 
still need additional water. 

WATERING WITH A HOSE 

Multiple customer surveys have let us know that more than fifty percent (50%) of Bur9uenos water with a hose. Hose 
watering can be an efficient way to water, ensuring that just the right amount of water gets used and it's applied where 
it will be most effective. Although convenient, traditional soaker hoses have two drawbacks. First, they are not pres
sure compensating (maintaining the same water output), so there can be uneven distribution across the length of the 
hose. More water usually comes out closer to the hose connection than at the end of the hose. Secondly, they damage 
easily and only seem to last a year or two before they begin to break. Instead, we recommend using professional in-line 
emitted irrigation tubing, whether it is the ¼", ½" or¾" type. It works very similar to the soaker hose but lasts longer 
and is much more efficient. 

0 PROTIPS: 

• Don't stand and hold the hose, wetting plant leaves or the trunk of a tree. It is not an efficient way to water and may
damage the health of some plants.

• Make sure you are watering in the root zone, away from the trunk and toward the canopy edges
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4,984 GALLONS OR 293 NUMBER OF SHOWERS IN A 1,000 SQFT ROOF

4,984 GALLONS OR 293 NUMBER OF SHOWERS IN A 1,000 SQFT ROOF

























THE IRRIGATION CONSUMER BILL OF RIGHTS

















QUESTIONS 

Still have questions? Send us an email at: 

AskAnExpert(@abcwua.org 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

505Outside - https://www.505outside.com/ 

Middle Rio Grande Community Soil Health Lab - https://www.mrgcd.com/869-2/ 

NOTES 

https://www.505outside.com/
https://www.mrgcd.com/869-2/
mailto:AskAnExpert@abcwua.org









